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1.1 Overview to Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50

If a library has the CyberTools Z39.50 Client/Server enabled, then function [Refresh MARC Bibs
via Z39.50] allows the cataloger to refresh all bibliographic records, or a selected subset of their
bibliographic records, via a Z39.50 server, e.g., the Library of Congress or the National Library of
Medicine.  

NISO states Z39.50 as "a computer protocol ... defines a standard way for two computers to
communicate for the purpose of information retrieval." (http://www.niso.org/z39.50/z3950.html,
2004/11/19).  In library parlance, one computer submits a search to another computer for
bibliographic data, and, if found, then the server returns the MARC bibliographic records to the
requesting computer.  

Here's how function [Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50] works.  The cataloger specifies which bibs
should be refreshed.  The selection criteria are 

  1. monos vs. serials vs. bibs with no items vs. all;  
  
  2. URL status, e.g., skip bibs with URLs;  
  
  3. MARC number range.  
  
The cataloger specifies the Z39.50 server.  The software finds the appropriate bibs.  If a bib has a
valid control number, e.g., an ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN, then the software:  

  1. saves the MARC Number, call number, and serial management 
     status of the bib;  
  
  2. requests the bib from the Z39.50 server by the control 
     number;  
  
  3. if a bib is returned then it is placed in a CyberTools batch 
     by the old MARC Number with the old call number and 
     prior serial management status.  
  
If the bib does not have a control number then it is ignored.  If the Z39.50 server does not have
the requested bib then the bib is ignored.  

Once all of the bibs are retrieved, then the cataloger uses function [Batch Control] to finish
processing the data.  
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1.2 Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50

1.3 Fields:  Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50

1.3.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  30 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software
processes the data.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys
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1.3.3 Field 3 Refresh which Bibs?:  mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  Select all or a subset of your bibs to refresh.  The selection will default to All, but you
may choose one of the other four subsets of your Bibs to update.  

[Monos] will just refresh your monographic bibs with items in your catalog.  If a bib does not have
an item in your catalog but has an item in another catalog, then the bib is excluded.  

[All serials] will refresh all of your serials bibs in your catalog.  If a bib does not have a copy in your
catalog but has a copy in another catalog, then the bib is excluded.  

[Sparse serials] will refresh all of the serial bibs created directly in Serials Management or via
conversions.  If a bib does not have a copy in your catalog but has a copy in another catalog, then
the bib is excluded.  

[Bibs with no items] will refresh all of your bibs that do not have items in all catalogs.  

[Bib with High ASCII characters] finds any bib with high ASCII ( ASCII characters above 128
decimal).  Only use this selection if instructed by CyberTools.  

[All] refreshes all of your bibs with items in your catalogs and all bibs with no items or copies in
any catalog.  

Format:  select a radio button.  

1.3.4 Field 4 URL Filter:  mandatory

Purpose:  This field filters bibs based on the presence of a URL.  

Option 'Bibs without URLs only' will select a bib if it does not have a URL.  This is the default
selection.  

Option 'Disregard if a bib has a URL' will take all bibs.  

Option 'Only include bibs with a URL' will select a bib only if has a URL.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Without URLs only
Disregard if a bib has a URL
Only include bibs with a URL

1.3.5 Field 5 Add LC Subject Headings:  

Purpose:  To specify that the loading MARC bib into a batch will have the side effect of also
loading any new Library of Congress Subject Headings and Qualifiers into the Authority files.  By
new we mean any term not found in the local database.  

If the source of the MARC bib is LC or OCLC, then selecting this option is a good idea.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Add LC Subject Headings & Qualifiers
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1.3.6 Field 6 Retry?:  

Purpose:  Retry will try the same sever up to three times if the server fails to find the bib.  Do not
select this option unless instructed by CyberTools.  

1.3.7 Field 7 Starting MARC Number:  10 characters

Purpose:  You may restrict the set of bibs by entering a starting and ending MARC number.  No
starting MARC number is equivalent to the first MARC number.  An Ending MARC number must
be equal to or greater than the Starting MARC Number.  If the Starting MARC number does not
exist, then the next highest MARC number will be used.  When you enter a Starting MARC
number, the Ending MARC number will default to 1000 past that number.  If there is no MARC
number 1000 past the number you have entered, the software finds the nearest number within the
range of 1000.  We have found that retrieving more than 1000 records will take too much time to
be practical from the Library of Congress or NLM.  Most university servers are much faster but
sometimes less authoritative.  

Format:  Any valid MARC number such as 1 or 500.  

1.3.8 Field 8 Ending MARC Number:  10 characters

Purpose:  You may restrict the set of bibs by entering a starting and ending MARC number.  No
Ending MARC number is equivalent to the last MARC number.  Similarly, if the Ending MARC
number does not exist, then the last MARC number will be used.  An Ending MARC number must
be equal to or greater than the Starting MARC Number.  We have found that retrieving more than
1000 records will take too much time to be practical from the Library of Congress or NLM.  Most
university servers are much faster but sometimes less authoritative.  

Format:  Any valid MARC number such as 500 or 2000.  

1.3.9 Field 9 Z39.50 Server:  10 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  To specify the Z39.50 Server from which to retrieve bibliographic data.  

1.3.10 Field 10 Import Bibs, Cancel, & Help:  

[Refresh Bibs] submits each control number associated with the selected subset of your bibs to
the target Z39.50 server.  If the bibs exists on the server, then the server will return the MARC bib
back to this session. The bib is place into a batch.  Once all of the bibs are retrieved, you are
automatically sent to function [Batch Control] function for further processing.  

[Cancel] will reject the session and ignore the data.  

[Help] displays the documentation for the window.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Refresh Bibs
Cancel
Help
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